
  

 

Critical Friends 

 

ROLES 

  

Facilitator: Keep the process moving, and try to allow for equal air time for all participants. If discussion 

drifts, bring it back to the presenter’s central question/query. 

  

Timekeeper : Signal the time limits. 

  

Presenter: Be willing to share a real dilemma with honesty and openness. 

  

Critical Friends: 

·      Participate with a spirit of kindness, generosity and care. 

·      Bring your intelligence, experience and intuition to bear on the discussion. 

·      Share the air. 

  

  

PROCESS 

 

● The bold times are for a faster process with a previous presenter (total = 26 mins) 

● The extended times are the full process (total = 28-30 mins, depending on whether or not you have 

a previous presenter) 

 

Before beginning 3 min. [extended: 0-2 min] 

Previous Presenter (if there was one) reports back on any actions taken. 

 

 

1. Present the question 3 min. [extended: 4 min] 

Presenter : You should share the dilemma for which you are seeking feedback. Provide just enough 

context for others to give meaningful insights. End by identifying your key question  or query for the 

group. 

  

2. Clarifying questions from the group 3 min. [extended: 3 min] 

Group : If necessary, ask questions for clarification purposes only. Your questions should be 

designed to elicit a quick, targeted response. 

  

3. Restate the Question 1 min. | [extended: 1 min] 

Presenter:  Restate/clarify your question for the group. 

 

4.  Feedback session 12 min. [extended: 16 mins] 

Presenter : At this point you step out of the group or turn your chair around. You should be in a place 

where you can hear clearly but cannot make eye contact.  
  

Group : Share your ideas, appreciations, and insights. Talk with each other, and feel free to riff off 

one another. If you get stuck, remind one another of the central question posed by the presenter. 

  

4. Reflections 4 min. [extended: 4 min] 

Presenter : Talk about what you heard, what advice or ideas resonated, any insights or catalysts to 

action sparked by the discussion.  

 

  



 

Preparing an Issue: A Guide for Presenters 

  

Decide on a question/ query/ conundrum to present to the group for their input 

Do you have anything nagging at you in your life or work, whether really big or pretty specific, that you would 

be willing to present to the group? Here are some ideas to get you thinking: 

  

o  How can I celebrate this chapter of my life before I move on to the next? 

o  I'm really stuck with my daughter right now; all we seem to do is glare at each other.  

o  Should I run for the select board this year? 

o  I have so little time, and when I do have free time I feel completely paralyzed by the possibilities and 

end up frittering it away. 

o  There is a systemic problem at work that irritates me pretty much every time I turn around, but I feel 

powerless to do anything about it. 

o  I know I'm not happy in my current career, but I have no idea what to do next. 

o  I have a colleague who is disrespectful to me in public settings and I don't know how to handle it. 

o  I sit all day long and I'm starting to get creaky! 

o  I waste two hours of my week every week in a really frustrating board meeting. Help! 

  

These are just examples; really there are no wrong questions, except ones that have a purely technical 

answer (for example: "How do I reboot my computer when it crashes?" wouldn't be a great question to bring 

to your CF group). 

  

Framing the Issue: 

It is important to provide the group with enough information to discuss the issue effectively and create 

solutions. As you prepare your issue, consider including the following: 

● Context in which the issue presents itself – where does the issue come up, who is involved 

● Important components surrounding the case – past history between the actors, or personnel 

structures that affect your ability to act 

● If there is a meta issue looming behind the issue you present, it would be useful to share that with 

the group 

● Your actions and/or reactions about the issue 

  

Preparing to Present: 

Consider bringing notes to the meeting at which you present. Remember that you only have three minutes to 

present your issue. Be as clear and to the point as you can when you describe the situation. 

  

Clarification Stage: 

The group has three minutes to clarify their understanding. This is a time for them to ask questions and 

make sure they understand the issue. After the clarification time, please restate your question/issue as 

clearly as possible. 

 

Listening Stage 

Move away from the group and turn your back so you cannot see the group members. Make sure you can 

hear everyone in the group. Listen carefully to their discussion; take notes.  Hold yourself back from making 

judgments during the discussion as this might affect your ability to hear all the ideas and feedback. 

  

For the Presenter Response: 

This is your opportunity to respond to the group discussion. Talk about what you heard, what advice or ideas 

resonated, any insights or catalysts to action sparked by the discussion.  Name any steps you think you will 

take.  


